
 

 

  
Abstract—Evaluation of students' exercises from programming is 

for teaching difficult. There is a number of possibility of checking 
programmer knowledge and skills of students. The teacher has to 
determine criteria of evaluation. The criteria of evaluation depends 
on choose approach in learning of programming. Different evaluation 
criteria they will be used for students of object - oriented 
programming, command programming or declarative programming. 
The paper deal with problems of checking of students' programmer 
exercises. Different means and tools for checking are mentioned. The 
universal testing environment and possible testing exercises are 
presented in the paper too. Results of the research are mentioned in 
the final part of the paper. Research deal with comparison of results 
of student learned by two different approaches of programming using 
universal testing environment with respect to algorithmic thinking of 
student. The presented approaches of programming are Objects-First 
and Objects-Later. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
“My program is working. How it is possible that I was worse 
evaluated than my colleague?” This question has to be often 
solved by teacher after evaluation of students' exercises from 
programming.  Evaluation of programmer exercises is lengthy, 
arid and nor much favorite activities of teacher of 
programming. Independent evaluation is also missing if 
teacher has not set clear criteria of evaluation. Reason can be 
fatigue or stereotype repairing. Students usually get different 
exercises. Then argue “Colleague had simpler exercise, that I 
would program it.” “Why ours group had more difficult 
exercise?” etc. 

Other important factor in evaluation of programming 
exercises is approach of learning of programming. Different 
criteria of evaluation has to be set in object approach resp. 
structured approach of learning of programming 
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II. POSSIBILITIES OF EVALUATION OF STUDENTS' PROGRAMMER 
KNOWLEDGE  

Possibilities for evaluation of students' programmer 
knowledge is much. Below are mentioned most frequent 
possibilities with their analysis. Among most frequent 
possibilities belongs: 

• programming of exercises in any programming 
language; 

• writing of program on paper; 
• theoretic tests with selection of several possibilities; 
• complementary exercises. 

The last two possibilities can be evaluated not only by 
teacher. They can by evaluated by systems for automatic 
evaluation.   

A. Programming the exercises in programming language 
Most frequent are exercises of type: Create program in 

given programming language. Teacher has to verify 
functionality of the program. Other important part of 
evaluation is check the way of programming. Program that 
work properly, cannot be programmed optimally based on the 
programming rules. Teacher has to check the program code, 
which spend a lot of times. Moreover this type of evaluation is 
not objective. On the other hand student has good feedback. 

B. Programming of exercise on paper 
To other type check problem are exercise programmed on 

paper. 
This way of examination of knowledge of students was used 

by authors of research of two different methodics of learning 
of programming. Programming language was Java [1]. This 
way of evaluation doesn't require debug the program in IDE. 
The teacher spend more time by checking of the programming 
code. In this kind checking is error liability high. Impossibility 
of debugging the written code is for student demotivating. 

C. Tests with selection of several possibilities 
Test with selection correct answer from several possibilities 

doesn't have predicative appreciate. It depends on type of 
questions. Selection one of a number of possible answer has 
disadvantage. Student can accidentally guess correct answer. 
Taking off the points for wrong answer can be for student 
demotivating, but it can eliminate randomly guess of correct 
answer. Selection of correct answer can be also done by 
exclusion of others possibility of. The teacher doesn't know 
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how the student is thinking. 
Authors of research [2] examined two various methodics of 

learning of programming. Learning of programming was 
realized by the two approaches Objects-First and Objects-
Later. Students in test supplement the answer or select from 
several possibilities. Each methodic of learning of 
programming has approximately 50% questions [2].   

D. Complementary exercises 
Complementary exercises have higher predictive value than 

selective exercises. It depends on type of completion. Students 
can complete: 

• parts of definitions; 
• value of variables after program running;  
• parts of code. 

Concept of variable occur in different paradigms and 
approaches of programming. Passing and writing the values of 
variable in specified of part of program checkup the students 
understanding of program construction. 

Complete of parts of code has the highest predictive value. 
Students have to understand the principle of the problem. Only 
after understanding can complete missing parts of code. This 
type evaluation has several disadvantages: 

Impossibility of debugging of the program may cause wrong 
syntax of the commands; 

Not only one solution is correct; 
Setting of given part of the code lead student to one given 

solution; 
Presented solving can limit student during testing. 

E. Evaluation by method Design Patterns First 
There is presented in paper [3] possibility of evaluation of 

students' programming exercises. Further there is presented 
learning of programming by method Design Patterns First in 
the paper. The student solution of the task can be evaluated 
automatically, „…if the students will have to implement some 
interface.” [3]. 

III. AUTOMATIC EVALUATION 
There are several systems for automatic evaluation of testing 

exercises. Universal testing environment used for testing of 
students at Faculty of Science, University of Hradec Kralove is 
described in the following.  

„Universal Testing Environment (UTE) is an electronic 
online testing system designed for the creation, operation and 
administration of the tests“[4].  

Creation of Universal selection is described in detail in [5]. 
Web sites of the universal testing environment can be found 
testing environment, used programming language, introduction 
of original testing progress – e.g. new questions in [6].  

The universal testing environment is large number of testing 
questions. Following type of the questions can be created by 
the template: 

• Completion of text; 
• Category – sorting items to given category; 
• Multiple- choice – withdrawal one or more answers 

from wider possible selections; 
• Assignment of couples – assignment of correct 

answer to single label;  
• Assembling words – make - up words from single 

parts;  
• Sentence – make - up words into sentences – correct 

sequence of commands. 
 
It is possible to creation and another own template. 
Advantage of the testing environment (compared with paper 

testing) is instantaneous evaluation. Students can immediately 
after finishing the testing look through analysis of the test. 
Individual questions have scales. Comparison of similarities 
with answer can be also set in the evaluation. The testing 
environment doesn’t require for correct answer accurate values 
– approximate values are valid [6]. 

The advantage of this type of testing is objectivity of the 
testing. Testing is not time consuming. 

IV. PROGRAMMING FACULTY OF SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF 
HRADEC KRALOVE 

Subjects concerning programing are learned in Faculty of 
Science, University of Hradec Kralove from first semester. 
The subject Algorithms and data structures (ALGDS) is the 
start subject at the first semester. The learning of ALGDS 
proceeds in pseudo-code of language Pascal. The goal of the 
subject is developing of algorithmic thinking of the students. 
They have to handle the create algorithm based on simple and 
structured variables and matrixes [7].  

The subject is finished by passing credit and examination 
test [8]. 

A. Algorithmic thinking 
Algorithmic thinking is important for correct algorithm 

design that fulfil all features of algorithm and is based on 
fundamental algorithm terms. Algorithms occur not only in 
programming, but also in daily common activities. Algorithmic 
thinking is developed by experiences from common life.  

B. Programming 1  
Subject of Programming 1 follows the subject ALGDS. 

Programming language is C# or Visual Basic. The student 
were divided into two homogenous group n subject 
programming 1 in academic year 2013/2014. The first group 
was learned according to Objects-First approach to 
programming. The second group was learned according to 
Objects-Later approach in programming. The first group 
emphasized to object construction (algorithmic construction 
was learned less). The second group emphasized algorithmic 
construction (object construction was learned less).    

V. RESEARCH OF APPROACHES IN PROGRAMMING  
Twenty eight students attend subject Programming 1 in the 

academic year 2013/2014 1. Students were divided into two 
homogenous group according to results of examination test 
from subject ALGDS. There were to 14 students in both 
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groups. The approaches in programming differ by scope of the 
topics. To success in the subject the have to gain 60% from 
two parts of testing project. Test consists of practical part and 
(programming) and theoretical part (10 questions).  

Theoretical part of test includes 10 questions of universal 
testing environment. Test is divided into three parts: 

• completion code exercises; 
• questions of object approach and structured 

approach of programming (classification of items 
to categories, selection of one’s or more answers 
from, assignment one or more correct answers to 
labels and making up the words into sentences. 

• completion of correct values of variables by 
debugging the program code. 

A. Completion code  
Two questions are selected by universal testing 

environment. Students have to complete programming code of 
given method. Two questions are selected from list of 
exercises. All exercise have same weight. The exercises 
consist of sequence tasks and matrix tasks. Sample of exercise 
is shown in Figure 1. This set of questions is focused to basic 
terms of structured programming. Students have to think 
algorithmically during the test.  

Task assignment: Complete code of method so that, the 
maximum value is find in each column of the matrix. The 
maximums are saved to new sequence.   

 

 
Fig 1  Sample of exercise for code completion 

B. Research of results of students’ test – theoretical part  
Five students from experimental group and control group 

succeeded in theoretical part of the test. 
To determine whether the median of the results of student in 

theoretical part of test is the same for the both groups of 
students was used the nonparametric Mann-Whitney test. 

Calculated P-value is P = 0.57 
with significance level α = 0.05, 
so we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the median of 

results of the students from theoretical part of the test is the 

same between control group of student and experimental group 
of student. Among groups there is not statistically significant 
difference. 

Box plots chart of result of both groups of students is shown 
on Figure 2. 

 

 
Fig 2  Box plot diagram of result of theoretical part of test project 

of control group of students and experimental group of 
students 

Average result of theoretical part of test of experimental 
group of students is 52.6%. Average result of theoretical part 
of test of control group of students is 47.8%. Experimental 
group of students has a bit better results than control group of 
students.   

C. Research of results of students’ test – code completion  
To determine whether the median of the results of student in 

code completion part of test is the same for the both groups of 
students was used the nonparametric Mann-Whitney test. 

Calculated P-value is P = 0.301 
with significance level α = 0.05, 
so we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the median of 

results of the students from code completion part of the test is 
the same between control group of student and experimental 
group of student. Among groups there is not statistically 
significant difference. 

Box plots chart of result of both groups of students is shown 
on Figure 3. 

Average result of code completion part of test of 
experimental group of students is 34.4%. Average result of 
theoretical part of test of control group of students is 26.3%. 
Experimental group of students has a bit better results than 
control group of students. 
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Fig 3  Box plot diagram of result of code completion part of test 

project of control group of students and experimental group 
of students 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The paper deals with possibilities of testing of student from 

programming. Each of possibility has benefits and 
disadvantages. It depends on teacher which method for 
evaluation of student knowledge is used. The paper presents 
computer universal testing environment and type of tasks that 
are used for testing of students of Faculty of Science, 
University of Hradec Kralove in subject Programming. The 
paper presents the research of results of bachelor degree 
students of Didactic of informatics in the academic year 
2013/2014. The results of theoretical part of the test of 
students was investigated in two groups of student. The first 
group of student was taught by Objects First approach of 
learning of programming, the second group of student was 
taught by Objects Later approach of learning of programming. 
Object-First group of student had a bit better results of the 
theoretical part of the test. 

Theoretic part of the test was divided into three groups of 
questions – e.g. completion code tasks. These questions are 
focused on algorithmic construction used in structured 
programming. Statistically significant difference between 
Object-First group of student and Object-Later group of 
student was not found. Results of research are a bit surprising. 
Object-First group of students had better results in algorithmic 
constructions test than Object-Later group of students. The 
results of the research are beneficial and enable improve 
universal testing environment.    
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